
























































































































































































































Glenny，1838 ～ 1886）のことで，KCL で幾何学，工学，建築図面の教授（1864-1886）をしていた10。








































































































































































































































































































ht tps : //app le tech lab . j p/b log -
entry-338.html より
























































































































番号 明治 書　　名 著者・訳者 備　考
　 3① 　 9.9 『訓蒙罫画法』巻上 岡道亮〔訳述〕 赤松連城選択本
　 3② 　 13 『実用幾何学：一名・訓蒙罫画法』上・下巻 岡道亮〔訳述〕藤井最證〔校〕
　 4① 　 9.10 『幾何必携罫画新書』 藤井最證〔著述〕岡道亮〔校閲〕 真山良・藤井信曉〔訂正〕
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「学制」前後における「罫画書」の諸相






(4)   How the keiga concept changed  in accordance with changes  in school, classroom, and tool 
environments. The analysis brought the following results to light.




  John S. Rawle’s Practical Plane and Solid Geometry, Scales, Curves, and Pattern Drawing, 
translated by Oka Michisuke and published in 1876, had been brought from Britain by Akamatsu 
Renjo; both Akamatsu and Oka considered keiga to be geometrical figure drawing.
  Fujii  Saisho’s Kika hikkei keiga shinshozen (New Complete Companion to Geometrical 
Drawing) and Tsugawa Mihoji’s Kika hikkei keiga shinsho kaizen (New Complete Explanatory 
Companion to Geometrical Drawing) were both published  in 1877. These were not translations 
but books on keiga written by Japanese people themselves, after the geometrical drawing method 
of Akamatsu.
  In contrast, Noguchi Kinzo’s three Shogaku keiga shoho (Introduction to Elementary Drawing) 
volumes  from 1878, on  “Lines,”  “Figures,” and “Bodies,”  represented a break  from geometrical 
drawing, which used compasses, with its practically based content.
  In 1879,  the year the Gakusei  law was abolished, Kika teiyo kisho zenshi: Ichimei/keigaho 
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